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I. INTRODUCTION

The first motor car on the streets of India was seen in
1898. Mumbai had its first taxi cabs in the early 1900.After
fifty years, cars were imported to satisfy the domestic
demands. From 1910 to 1920, the automobile industry
made a humble beginning by setting-up assembly plants
i n M u m b a i , K o l k a t t a a n d C h e n n a i . T h e
imported/assembly of vehicles grew consistently after
1920's, crossing 30,000 mark in 1930. In 1946, Premier
Automobile Ltd. (PAL) earned the distinction of
manufacturing the first Car in the country by assembling
`Dodge Desoto' and `Plymouth' cars in its Kuala plant.
Hindustan Motors (HM), which started as a manufacturer
of auto components graduated to manufacture Cars in
1949. In 1952, the Govt. of India setup a tariff commission
to devise regulations to develop on indigenous
automobile industry in the country. After the commission
submitted its recommendations, the Government of India
asked assembly plants, which did not have plans to setup
manufacturing facilities, to shut operations. As a result
General motors, Ford and other assemblies closed
operations in the country.

In 1954, the decision of the Government marked a
turning point in the history of the Indian Car Industry. The
Govt. of India instructed what type of vehicle each
manufacturer should make. Therefore, each product was
safety cocooned in its own segment with no fears of any 
impending competition. Even though new entrant was not
allowed, they had plans of a full-pledged manufacturing
program. The restrictive set of policies was chiefly aimed
at building an indigenous auto industry. However, the
restrictions in foreign collaborations led to limitations on
import of technology through technical agreements.
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The other control imposed on Car makers was
related to the production capacity and distribution. The
Government of India control extended even to fixation of
prices for Cars and dealers commissions. It triggered the
start of protracted legal battle between Car makers and
Govt. of India in 1969. In the three till 1980, decades the
following establishment of the passenger car industry in
India proved to be the `darkages' for the consumer, as his
choice throughout the period was limited to two models viz.
Ambassador and Padmini.

II. THE ERA OF TAKE OFF

In 1985, after the entry of Maruti Udyog, the Car
makers were given a free hand to fix the prices of Cars,
thus, effectively abolishing all controls relating to the
pricing of the end product. In the early 1980's, a series of 
liberal policy changes were announced marking another
turning point for the automobile industry. The Government
of India entered the Car business with 74 percent stake in
Maruti Udyog Ltd., (MUL), and the joint venture with
Suzuki Motors Ltd., of Japan. In 1985, the GOI announced
its famous broad bonding policy which gave new license to
broad groups of automotive products like two and four-
wheeled vehicles. Though a liberal move, the licensing
system was still very much intact.

Maruthi Udayog Limited introduced `Maruti 800' in
1983 providing a complete facelift to the Indian car
industry. The Car was launched as a `Peoples car' with a 
price tag of Rs.40, 000. The model changed the industry's
profile dramatically. Maruti 800 was well accepted by
middle income families in the country and its sales also
increased.
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The delicensing of auto industry in 1993 opened the
gates to a virtual flood of international auto makers into the
country with an idea to tap the large population base on
950 million people. A quantitative restriction on imports by
the recent policy is also expected to add up to the flurry of
foreign cars into the country.

Many companies have entered the Car
manufacturing sector, to tap the middle and premium end
of car industry. The new entrants are Daewoo (Matiz),
Telco (Indica) and Hyundai (Santro) in upper end of
economy Car market. General Motor, Ford, Peugeot,
Mitsubishi, Honda and Fiat have entered the mid-sized
Car segment and Mercedes Benz is in the Premium end of
the market. Car manufacturers like Malaysia based Proton
are also in line to hit the Indian ramp.

III. IMPORTANCE OF THE INDIAN SMALL CAR SEGMENT

The importance of the small car segment emerges
from the fact that it serves the common man, middle class
of India. The small car has become the most common and
become popular. The segment is very important mode of
transportation in India for the following reasons.

„ Small cars are great fun almost as much run as

scooter, they are easy to maneuver in crowded city
with possibility to take some luggage with you, while
you sit dry in case of a shower.

„ Small cars in India are for wide ranging purpose,

from being a simple means of conveyance to
luggage carriers. They are used as family vehicles
carrying four adults and two or three children.

„ They suit the buying capacities of the middle and

upper middle classes. Small cars are available in
various brands and models suitable for the various
pockets and preferences.

„ Most of the roads in India are narrow, with heavy

traffic (especially in cities and without dividers)
making congested and totally unorganized. The
compactness of small cars makes it possible to move
them even through narrow gaps. It is also easy to
park them in the available limited space.

„ Small cars help to reduce dependency on the public

transport system. Hence traveling time of individuals
and their families is reduced enormously and without
experiencing tiredness.

„ The sophisticated technology, quality parts and their

generally user-friendly applications, make small car 
easy to handle. The availability of authorised service
stations facilitates easy maintenance and best
services. Their utility is further enhanced by adding

facilities like auto lock systems, power gear, power
steering etc.

„ The level of technological advancement has been

most rapid and there is cut throat competition in the
small car sector when compared with the rest of the
automobile industry. The market is being flooded
with newer and more fuel efficient vehicles almost as
a continuous basis.

„ On an average, the vehicles in all the segments give

15 to 20 kmpl. Not surprisingly, with every
successive oil price hike, sales of small cars has
witnessed largest share.

At the macro level, the small car segment is of
interest to academics for the following reasons. According
to the ICRA study 2000, small car segment in India, since
the liberalisation process started in India, has been
instrumental in revolutionising the auto industry and has
tremendously accelerated the pace of technological
advancement and assimilation.

IV. PROBLEM FOCUS

In the passenger car segment of the Indian
automobile industry identified and introduced small cars
as new generation vehicles, and also achieved the highest
rate of increase in production and sales between 2000 and
2007.

It could be noted that the market share of small car
segment in the overall market of passenger cars in 2000
was 79.78 per cent which decreased to 49.51 per cent in
2003, and again increased to 69.85 per cent in 2007.

Added to this, the changing Indian consumers
preference and perception about small cars have to be
analysed to examine whether the manufacturers meet the
expectations of the consumers. The marketing strategy
adopted by the manufacturers of small cars is one of the
reasons for the success. An evaluation of their marketing 
strategy is called for to ascertain whether the market
potential for the small car vehicle is fully captured or not.
With the prospects forecast for this sub-segment the type
of policy support needed by this sub-segment is also to be
studied.

A. Objectives

v To identify the users satisfaction level through

various attributes.

v To analyze the fulfillment of expectations of users of

car.

v To find out the overall opinion of users about 

different type of cars.
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V. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Reviews of past studies help any research to define
its scope, concepts, working definitions and hypothesis
and also formulation of empirical models. Thus, it
enhances the knowledge of the researcher and makes his
efforts pragmatic and highly productive. Hence a brief
review of literature related to the subject of the present
study is presented in this chapter. First, earlier works has 
been discussed. This is followed by a discussion on
important developments since 1995 in relation to the small
car industry.

Reynolds and Gutman (1984) have identified over
sixty attributes that can be ascribed to purchase of
automobile, consumers make evaluation based on a
limited number of attributes only. According to them, the
buyer's evaluation of automobile purchase preference is in
the terms of interiors roominess, durability, gasoline
economy, warranty coverage and price. Some people
compare cars in terms of styling, comfort and
performance.

Erickson and Johansson (1985) have investigated
the various attributes involved in the purchase of
automobile viz., price, horse power, acceleration, mileage,
safety driving comfort passenger comfort, reliability
workmanship, styling and colour. It was found that price to
be loaded highly on quality factor indicates an intervening
of price beliefs. with judgment about quality. But the pricing
variables are horse power, acceleration and driving
comfort.

Patrick Barrett (1997) analysed the company Ford
Motors with respect to subject of automobile industry,
advertising campaigns, market strategy. Ford had
dropped its avant grade TV campaign for `Ka' its radically
shaped small car, in favour of more conventional
advertising to boost disappointing sales figure.

According to survey by NOP (1997) solutions, 50 per
cent of women were irritated that only car commercials as
Nissan Micra and Peugeot 106 targeted for their practical
small cars. It was also found that one in three women are
more interested in cars. Planning director at GGT
observes 56 per cent of men think that cars are more
interesting than women. It has been approved by 75 per
cent of women.

Yogyata Datta (1997) IIM Bangalore, carried out an
detailed study on Automobiles industry analysis. He
commenced his study from the Evolution of Automobiles
industry in which he framed out into aspects of initial year,
1980s. 1990s and also the future on coming to the
discussion about the Global car market, he pointed out
various facts, that US has the largest car market in the

world, and the second-largest market for cars in the world
is Western Europe. In India the correlation between
automobile industry and economy growth was low. On
coming to the point of market segments, it was analysed
that passenger car market in India was divided into
following distinct segments as like small car segment,
medium car segment, midsize car segment and luxury car
segment. From Yogya's discussion about pricing, we can
conclude on the following facts related to pricing. Price rise
has been mainly due to increased cost of production. The
introduction of MODVAT credit has intended to check price
and has given a boost to many manufacturers.

VI. METHODOLOGY

The objective of this study is to analyse the
performance of the small car segment of the Indian
automobile industry. It required collection and analysis of
both primary and secondary data. Secondary data
collected are relating to production, sales, prices and other
related variables. Primary data are relating to the user
preference for the small cars, factors influencing buying
decision, users expectations, satisfaction of dealers
service etc. This chapter details the design of the study
which included methods of selection of manufacturers,
sample respondents using small cars, method of data
collection, tools for analysis and choice of test statistics.
For the reasons stated earlier, the product and
manufacturers were selected purposively and they formed
the universe of this study.

A. Selection of manufacturers

The purpose of this study is to analyse the four
leading manufacturers in the small car segment, who
dominate the market in this category of vehicles selected.
The selected manufacturers are Maruti Udyog Limited,
Telco Limited, Daewoo Motors India Limited and Hyundai
Motor India Limited.

B. Pre - Test

A pilot study was conducted with an idea of testing
the reliability of the questionnaire designed. Samples of 50
car owners from Chennai were selected for this purpose.
Based on the views of the respondents the needed
modifications are carried out and the questionnaire was
standardized.

C. Sampling Design

For the study stratified random sampling technique
was adopted. Car is a sophisticated and high value
product which is usually introduced in metros. Hence
among the four metros Chennai was randomly selected. In
the next stage among 59 segmnts are Chennai, two were
randomly selected. Finally 400 questionnaires were
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distributed among the car owners in the two segments,
each area constituting 200. Among the distributed
questionnaires, 283 were responded and among that 250
(62.50 per cent) were found to be fit for further analysis
which satisfied the required sample size which was
calculated based on sampling proportion.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table-1. Importance towards Car Attributes

Source: Primary Data

Friedman test value = 1191.67

df = 21

P < 0.00

From the above table the importance was attached to the
purchasing factors relating to cars were studied. Twenty
two factors were used. In order to know whether they
attached equal importance to in the above twenty two
factors, Friedman Non-parametric Test was applied. The
result implied that importance attached to these factors
while purchasing the car significantly different on the
above factors. There observed a significant level of
difference among these listed attributes at 0.01 level.

In order to know the order of priority attached while
purchasing the car Non-parametric Multiple comparison
test for Friedman was applied.

It is inferred that first priority in purchasing of car is on
the following factors such as safety and trouble free
performance.

The users attached second level of importance while
purchasing of car were the price, fuel efficiency, after sales

service, durability, sitting comfort, guarantee, less
maintenance cost, spares availability and driving comfort.

The third levels of preference were towards the
factors such as size, style, color, brand image, resale value
and appearance of small car.

The forth level of important factors were speed,
corporate image and social recognition and the last and
the least weightage were given to easy finance and
exchange offer facilities.

Table-2. Fulfillment of the Expectations
about the attributes

Source: Primary Data

Friedman test value = 620.02

df = 21

From the mean value, it could be observed that all
the attributes were normally satisfactory. To identify
whether there is any significant level of difference among 
the expectation fulfillment levels on various factors,
Friedman Non-Parametric Test was level. It was found that
the fulfillment of the expectation level was significantly
different for various factors. In order to know the order of
fulfillment Multiple Comparison Test for Friedman Test was
applied. The fulfillment of the expectations was highly
satisfied on the following factors such as price, fuel
efficiency, speed, color, spares availability, driving comfort,
exchange offer scheme, with sitting comfort, safety and
trouble free performance of engine.
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The following factors of small car, the users
fulfillment of expectations are of the second level to the
factors, such as size, style, brand image, durability, social
recognition and guarantee. The third level of fulfillment of 
the expectation was found for the factors sales service and
less maintenance cost. They experienced cost fulfillment
of the expectations for the following factors such as resale
value, corporate image and easy finance provided by the 
company.

Table-3. Satisfaction Level of Product Attributes

* Significant

** Not significant

Satisfaction levels of car attirubtes were tabulated.
Further attempt was made to study whether there is any
significant difference relating to different attributes among
the different car owners. For this purpose to find out any
significant difference, Non-Parametric Multiple
Comparison Test was used. There is no significant
difference exists among the different brand owners
relating to the factors such as negotiating pot holes,
negotiating heavy traffic, stability on cornering and driver
safety. All the small car owners have experienced similar
satisfaction level relating to the above factors.

Regarding the factors, such as Road grip, Power
Steering, Seat Position, Braking Power, Taking Bumps,
and Passenger comfort, the satisfaction level was found to
vary significantly among the different types of car owners.

Though the satisfaction level on Road grip is
satisfactory for all types of car owners. The result indicates
that the Maruti car owners are slightly less satisfied when it
is compared to Santro car owners. Matiz and Telco car
owners are also slightly less satisfied when it is compared
to Santro car owners. Road Grip is found to be the best in
Santro car.

Power steering, one of the features of small car,
among the different comparing the car owners it was
observed. Maruti car owners are are less satisfied when it
is compared to Santro car owners and at the same time,
there is no difference in satisfaction level between the
Indica and Santro car owners. Further, Santro car owners
are highly satisfied when it is compared to Matiz car
owners. The Matiz car owners are slightly less satisfied
when it is compared to Indica car owners. When the Santro
car owners' satisfaction level is compared with Matiz car
owners, the Santro car owners are fully satisfied other than
Matiz car owners.

The satisfaction level of different car owners in
comfort seat position is to drive and to have comfort
journey. Overall, seat position is fully satisfied by all types
of car owners. Among the satisfaction level, to identify
whether there is any significant difference, Kruskal Wallis
Test was applied for result. The result indicated that the
satisfaction level of different car owners varied
significantly. The Maruti car owners are less satisfied when
compared to Indica car owners; the Indica car owners are
slightly less satisfied. In the satisfaction level, the Santro
car owners are more satisfied than the Matiz car owners.

The overall Braking power is satisfactory for all types
of car owners. The Maruti car owners are the least satisfied
customers compared with all other car owners. The result
indicated that Maruti car owners are less satisfied when
compared to Indica car owners. At the same time, the
Matiz car owners braking power satisfaction level is
slightly less satisfied when compared to Indica car owners.
The Indica and Santro car owner satisfaction level do not 
vary significantly. Indica car is found to be good relating to
the attribute `Braking Power'.

The overall satisfaction level of different car owners 
relating to `taking bumps' and pickup are less satisfactory.
The Maruti car owners are not fully satisfied when it is
compared to Indica car owners. Though the general
satisfaction level is less satisfactory. The comparison
indicated that Indica car owners satisfaction level is more
satisfied than Matiz car owners. The Matiz car owners are
slightly less satisfied and there is no significant difference
between Indica and Santro car owners and finally the
Matiz car owners satisfaction level is also slightly less
satisfied when it is compared to Santro car owners.

Overall passenger comfort was satisfactory for all
types of car owners. Among the satisfaction level, to
identify whether there is any significant difference, Kruskal
Wallis Test was applied for finding out the significant
difference. The result indicated that the Maruti car owners
are very less satisfied when they are compared to Matiz
car owners and the Matiz car owners are slightly less
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satisfied when compared to Indica car owners. There is no
significant difference between Indica and Santro car
owners.

Table-4. Opinion about the Overall Capability of 
Different Type of Cars

Source: Primary Data

Chi - square = 24.462

df = 3

P = < 0.001

The above table reveals the opinion about the overall
capability of different type of cars. In order to know whether
there is difference in capability of different types of car,
Multiple Comparison Test for Kurskal Wallis Test has been
applied. The result indicated that there is variation of
different car capabilities.

Overall score is 50, out of 50 the average score of
Maruti is is 38.28, i.e., 76.4 percent (i.e. 38/50 x 100 =
76.4%). Similarly for Telco, it is 82.8 percent, Hyundai it is
83.6 per cent and for Matiz, it is 79.2 per cent. Maruti car
was found to be least in performance but the sales is very
high. On the other hand Matiz car sales are very low, even
though the car performance is highly perceived. Finally the
sales both Telco and Hyundai car is tremendously
increasing in their sales and market share and their
performance of the two brands which were perceived high
and possessed number one position in capability.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A note of caution when interpreting these findings,
which are purely based on users satisfaction and
expectations of small cars. First of all the importance of
various attributes while purchasing of car are safety and
trouble free performance. The users attached second
level of importance while purchasing of car were the price,
fuel efficiency, after sales service, durability, sitting
comfort, guarantee, less maintenance cost, spares
availability and driving comfort .The second analysis is the
fulfillment of expectations about the attributes related to
car owners, the fulfillment of expectations were highly
satisfied such as efficiency, fuel, price, speed, spares
available, driving comfort, colour etc.,  The third analysis
related to these satisfaction level relating to various car

attributes such as road grip, power steering, seat position,
braking power, taking bumps, and passenger comfort, the
satisfaction level was found to vary significantly among the
different types of car owners. Finally from the survey, the
overall opinion of car owners regarding the capability of
different cars, Santro and Indica car owner's perception
are similar. The second level of opinion of owners
regarding the capability of car to Maruti even though the
car is number one market share in Indian car market in the
last 20 years and third opinion to Matiz.
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